Los Angeles, Jan 1937
Mr Henry Morgenthau

Dear Sir:

As you are one of the committee for re-patriation of the Jews in Europe, I hope you will not send the millions looking for a place to America. There will be a great uprising in our country if all the Jews that want to come be sent here. We have too many of them running our country now, and that is why we have a great anti-Semitic feeling. Wherever a Jew came in hordes he pushes the
Palestine is the place where they should go, and England ought not to run the world in deciding what should be done. The Jews are not wanted anywhere, they are clausheh, and can not mix with other people. We shall see what the future will be and know what you do.
It is a relief to Americans to learn that no more Refugees will be brought into our country, but it is disgusting that no plans have been made whatever to return all these Refugees.

According to cracks, made by German Refugees, such as "We Refugees are here to stay, you will take it and like it." I heard this crack made by a Refugee on the street to an American Jew. When the American Jew had evidently said No, we would be glad when all the Refugees were sent back, or Refugees repeating what is told Americans, of all Refugees, the German Refugee is the most arrogant, overbearing, insulting. Only last week, I had a German Refugee call me, "you inferior American, you." That is the first thing out of the German mouth, if crossed, disagreed. I say, can't have their own way, that was hard to take. Me, an American, from a Refugee, but had, I smacked that Refugee. Where would I be now, in jail. Of course. He would have had me, arrested. Had fifty of his Witnesses, who never saw or heard, the trouble. Swear,
into jail. He, would claim, I was an anti-
semitic, I called him, a dirty Jew — B — other lie.
it's the tactics, pulled off, here in N. Y. C. time and
again, & people, have been railroaded, to jail, plenty.
These tactics, this trick, was taught the Refugees,
as soon as they landed here, & in N. Y. C. This
Calling Cops, I want, this man, or woman, arrested, He,
or she, called me a dirty Jew B — the, or she, are anti-
semitic, they attempted to assault me, & a poor innocent
victim, who, was only getting the better of an argument
has been arrested, here, told on item, by witnesses, in
Court, who, had never seen or heard the affair, & the
victim, persecuted & brought into jail, it is a
shame, that such things, have gone on, in our bounty,
& are still going on.
The Refugees, are permitted to live over here, where-
ever, they wish, to take jobs, native Americans need,
& be an arrogant, & insulting, as they. Care to be, & we,
Americans, have to grin, & bear it, & have those Refugees,
look upon us, & call us, Inferior American Swine!-
D-in time plans, are being made to return
all Refugees, & especially the overbearing, insulting
Refugees, our boys, are returning from over sea, & Jobs
Refugees, have grabbed for themselves, over here, our
boys, will need, of the Refugees, who, wish to be free,
let them, be returned, & get back in our country, its
"Hard Way", then perhaps they, would be more appreciativ
respect for Americans, not be allowed to remain here, I feel, the power of organizations which they are a part of, political pull has kept them over here, and they come to us almost arrogant, insulting, as they are apt to be, to Americans.

What I have mentioned is not hearsay, it is facts, what has gone on in N.Y.C. and still goes on.

It has come to the point where an American dare not, decently, insult, or in some other way, for fear of having the finger put on them, and called all sorts of names, send decent, respectable letters, or on top of that, have to take insults, or be walked on, by those refugees too. So, the insults, tens of thousands upon thousands of Americans. It is high time, plans are made, to return all refugees. I say, also, let them be returned to their countries from which they came, we don't need, or want them here. We, Americans, have trouble enough, right here, without more added to it. With the refugees put on us, too, to cope with.

An American for Generations

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
(Translated and Dictated by R. B. Parks – 12/29/44)

I wish to bring to your attention that in the evening of October 13, 1944, four English soldiers chased up the stairs of the building on Via Croci 18 the student, Lina Griselli di Antonio, with intent to assault her criminally. A scene of terror and a grave scandal resulted. Do they want to give rise to another "Vespri Siciliani"?

(Translator's note: "Vespri Siciliani" was the uprising and revolution in Palermo and in Sicily in 1282 which resulted in a massacre of all the French soldiers on the island.)

For how much longer will they abuse our patience?

(Translator's note: The above translation is taken from a postcard addressed anonymously to John W. Fehle, "Director of the Committee for War Refugees, Washington" and it appears to be written by the hand of a woman of some culture. The postcard was mailed from Palermo, Sicily, Italy.)

Vi pregiamo fare attenzione che nella notte di sabato del 13 ottobre 1944, quattro soldati inglesi, insegnavano per la scala della "Veglia" di Via Croci 18 alla studentessa Lina Griselli di Antonio, per usarle violenza carnale. Ne nasce una scena di terrore e grande scandalo.
(Translated and Dictated by R. B. Parke – 12/29/44)

I wish to bring to your attention that in the evening of October 13, 1944, four English soldiers chased up the stairs of the building on Via Croci 18 the student, Lina Grisaffi di Antonio, with intent to assault her criminally. A scene of terror and a grave scandal resulted. Do they want to give rise to another "Vespri Siciliani"?

(Translator's note: "Vespri Siciliani" was the uprising and revolution in Palermo and in Sicily in 1282 which resulted in a massacre of all the French soldiers on the island.)

For how much longer will they abuse our patience?

(Translator's note: The above translation is taken from a postcard addressed anonymously to John W. Pahle, "Director of the Committee for War Refugees, Washington" and it appears to be written by the hand of a woman of some culture. The postcard was mailed from Palermo, Sicily, Italy.)
John W. Peckley

I see from the paper that 200,000 refugee Jews in Hungary will not live through the next few weeks. That's too Damn Bad what in the Hell do we care about the Jews in Hungary.

What we want is the Refugee Jews brought to this country returned where there come from and we are going to see that this done after some Ball Roosevelt is thrown out of Office next month.

An American testimonial
July 7, 1944

Mr. John Peck
Director of the War Refugee Board

My dear Mr. Peck:

In addition to my letter of today, I still want to say that by the words "to other prominent German leaders," I mean leaders of the big industries and of other branches indispensable for their war.

Very sincerely yours,

Anonymous Tile
Special Delivery

Mr. John F. Leh
Director of the War Refugee Board

Washington, D.C.
PEOPLE HELD IN SLAUGHTER

Bracken Asks Share of Penalty for Them on Killing Jews

BY WALTER M. THOMAS
LONDON, July 4—When the time comes to punish those responsible for the deportation and slaughter of Hungarian Jews, the German General Staff should be the first to be dealt with, Brendan Bracken, Minister of Information, said today.

Speaking in connection with the organization of a memorial for Brig. Frederick Hermann Klitch, a Jew and chief engineer of the Eighth Army when he was killed in North Africa, Mr. Bracken said the Germans were setting up "atrocities" in Europe, shepherding thousands of Jews into them and dispatching them with the brutal efficiency in which the Prussian disciplined. "This is the biggest scandal in the history of human crime," said Mr. Bracken, "and the responsibility rests on the German people. They may later say, Oh, the wicked Nazi, but the German people have the responsibility and also the General Staff, who could have stopped it.

What delights me so much today and would have given me so much pleasure in Brigadier Klitch is that the Russian general who is most likely to take his troops first on to German soil is a very distinguished Jew!"

Gen. Ivan D. Chernyakhovsky of the Third White Russian Army is believed to be the Russian commander closest to Germany, but it is not known here whether he is the general to whom Mr. Bracken referred.
July 1, 194[4]

May dear Mr. Dekle:

I take the liberty to send to you this article of the New York Times of today, because of the fact that Minister Brendan Bracken is so absolutely right by saying that the German General Staff, who could have stopped the Blinex, is also responsible for the horrible crimes against the Jews and not only against the Hungarian Jews. The same is applicable without any doubt to other prominent German leaders. But why are they not explicitly warned that they will be held responsible if the crimes are not immediately stopped? That is the only way to ensure that the Blinex will be stopped indeed. Many near relatives of mine are in danger of belonging to the victims!

I can't write who I am as I want to exclude anything that might increase their danger. And I hope and trust that you nevertheless will consider this suggestion of a brother.
I am in the greatest sorrow. Very truly yours,

Mr. John Reha
Director of the War Refugee Board
Washington, D.C.
Special Delivery

Mr. John Fohle
Director of the War Refugee Board

Treasury, Washington D.C. 525PM

#5
Los Angeles, California

War Refugee Board: Gentlemen,

We hope that you are cautious about bringing millions of people into our country where they are not wanted and if they once come here they will never want to leave.

Are we to harbor all the riff-raff of Europe? Let the other countries do their part and the Americas can take some. We will...
There strong anti-Semitism and it is rising all the time in our country. Why? Because the Jews take over everything here and other people are not going to stand for it.

We have too many Jews running our country. Try to resist now. And our President is the one who has appointed these to the outstanding position of the nation?

A patriotic American
New York, 4-19-44.

Mr. Peele,

Do you want an other couple millions of jew rapers of our women in our country?

Have we not enough of those parasites here already??

Whole New York is losing with them. I am a shipyard worker and only last week I was robbed of my weeks pay by an brutal jew taxidriver.

Down with the jew criminals and rapers!

An American Defense Worker.

Anonymous File
We hate Hitler but we give him credit for doing the Jews a favor and that's what we happen to the U.S. We all those rotten Jews that are here because in the future they won't get out and will be killed. Because that's the only problem that is the problem. Jews.

You don't see a white man rotten money and money hungry like you see those rich Jews. They always get the money they want. Don't want helping the Jews but want one person to do 2 people work for 2 1/2 weeks a pay. They get so much money they don't want to be involved in paying taxes and unemployment. As you see be prepared for another war and what will be with the Jews and Nazis in U.S.

We hate them because they sit and watch our money, our money in the hands of the Jews. They will.
Read it today paper when they want to bring the Jews to U.S. but them want better stay in Palestine where they belong. We got plenty of dirt in America in U.S. - we don't want anymore. We will have in a longer war and more of them to kill because after this war ends, you will have a war in U.S. with the Jews because they are to return to land to break the romance and we announce it. Another thing, they Jews and negroes are getting smart to say that they don't have to fight for the country and kill all the jobs and white people walking the streets.

Why do you give the Jews and negroes so much night we want to know? 2 2 2 2 2 2.

All Americans boys say we will have a war with the Jews when we come home.

We hate both but we give him credit for chasing the Jews out and that's what will happen in U.S. to all them native Jews that are here and are coming in only they won't stay out and will be killed because that's the only good we that is to the Jews.

You don't see a white man native men and negro hungry like you see them negro Jews busters - the man they want.

Don't want to fight the Jew but want one person to do 2 peoples work for 1 1/2 times pay. They never got so much money they don't work. They don't work and still be hungry in paying taxes and unemployment - as you see be prepared for another war and what will be with the Jews and negroes in U.S.

We hate them native Jews because they stick up in native announcement.
In, God—No. We have enough of them in New York now.
and they are crowding many of the good merchants out
of business since through some channel they are provided
with unlimited capital. There are hundreds in Habana
Cuba trying to get into this country and they employ
U.S. Lawyers for this purpose. They have even bought up
Hotels in Cuba and loll around these places day and
night. I know from observation as I recently spent
four weeks in Habana on business and had a chance to
observe. After this war is over we are going to be faced
with alarming race riots in this country as sure as you
live. They became objectionable in Germany and we see
the result now much to OUR SORROW. They want us to do
the fighting so as to give them an opportunity to war RICH.
Mr. John W. Pehle
War Refugee Board
Washington, D. C.
Free U. S. Ports To Aid Refugees Are Considered

War Refugee Board Studies Setting Up Places Where They Could Await Rescue

WASHINGTON, April 18.—The War Refugee Board is considering, among other proposals, a plan to establish free ports of temporary residence in the United States for refugees from Nazi Europe. It was disclosed today by John F. Pehle, executive director of the board.

Mr. Pehle was asked about the free port plan at a joint press conference with Ira Hirschmann, of New York, vice-president of Bloomingdale Bros., Inc., and special representative of the W. R. B., in Europe. Mr. Hirschmann returned to Washington yesterday from Turkey, where he had been since Feb. 14.

The purpose of the free ports would be to provide a safe haven in the United States for those refugees who had no other place to go and that no decision had been made on their cases.

Mr. Pehle said it would be impossible for them to return to their homes or to settle elsewhere. While in a free port, the refugees would not be permitted to travel to other parts of the country under any circumstances.

Mr. Hirschmann, whose account of his experiences in Turkey was the subject of the press conference, said that President Roosevelt is expected to make a trip to Europe because of his efforts on behalf of oppressed peoples.

"There may be some people in this country who don't like him," said Mr. Hirschmann, "but that is not true in Europe. He is a hero there. They can't believe there is any opposition to him. He is in their eyes a savior."

Mr. Hirschmann said the W. R. B.'s plan to aid refugees is modeled after the principles of the W. R. B.'s own operations in Europe, which has been successful in helping refugees from Nazi Europe.

U. S. May Act to Close Mails To Promotion for Paris Style

A new flood of promotion from the "N. B. B." (National Bureau of Betterment) reached New York yesterday as the Millinery Institute Commission called on the government to close mails to the Paris fashion industry.

The commission also issued a "handbook" of the "Paris-inspired" trend, urging the "Paris-inspired" trend to large numbers of women to continue the trend.

The new promotion medium for the Parisian haute couture delivered to leaders of American fashion industry yesterday was a publication entitled "La Semaine Rouge." Although it was printed in Zurich, Switzerland, it is crammed with illustrations of creations of the Paris shows.

An executive of the War Refugee Board who would permit himself to be named, the "unofficial" arrival of the "Paris-inspired" trend, praised the "Paris-inspired" trend as a "step in the right direction."

(Continued on page 15, column 1.)
Los Angeles, Cal.

Mr. Cordell Hull

Dear Sir:

As you are on a committee to see about repatriation of the Jews in Europe, we hope you will not send millions of them to United States. If you do the Gentiles will revolt.

If Roosevelt is a Jew, as has been stated, there is no reason why he should have the right to send them by the millions to our country. We have enough of their running our country at the present time.

Palestine is